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Dear readers,

Energy is getting more and more 
expensive, and there is no end 
in sight. It also appears that this 
will continue over the next few 
years. This development forces 
us to think about effi ciency in 
all its aspects. It goes without 
saying that this also applies to the 
effi ciency of our machines with 
the current diesel price of around 
€ 1.25 per litre. 

Basically, the trend over the 
last few years was to further 
lower the fi xed personnel 
cost proportion of machine 
output by achieving even more 
performance and using even 
more power. Increases in weight 
and machine fuel consumption 
only played a subordinate role in 
this context. Nowadays we have 
to ask ourselves whether the 
task defi nitions could possibly be 
solved slightly less quickly, but 
considerably more economically, 
by a smaller machine. 

We have taken up this line 
of thought in furthering the 
development of our BA Series 
machines, and have been 
presenting our new BA 715 for 
the fi rst time at the Bioenergy 

Decentral trade fair. The machine 
has been optimised for transport 
as a tandem trailer through its 
low weight. The fi ttings and the 
drive power are orientated on 
what is really necessary for tasks 
in composting and fi ne crushing 
of raw goods for biogas plants. 
This leads to considerable cost 
benefi ts. 

The current challenge in the 
case of biogas plants is to 
make ongoing operations more 
economical for reasons of 
increasing cost pressure. Trials 
show that the gas yield can 
be increased by up to 20% of 
the input material has been 
fragmentised again before entry 
into the fermentation process. At 
fi rst this improvement appears 
to be of no great signifi cance. 
However, if one converts this into 
area the importance becomes 
obvious purely for reasons of the 
lower land tenancy costs. 

You can fi nd more information 
about the BA 715 and data taken 
from its fi rst deployment in this 
new issue of JENZ News. We 
hope you enjoy reading it. 

Your
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Woodchipping prices have not developed as 
expected due to the mild winter. The good old 
composting process is being given a new chance 
thanks to processing of low-value garden and 
park waste. The mobile fragmentisers required for 
this purpose do not need to be fi tted out quite as 
extensively as those in biomass processing. 

In addition to composting, these machines have 
had the added task of fi ne crushing of input material 
for biogas plants for some time. In this case, trials 
carried out show that the gas yield can be improved 
by up to 25% through better material development/
shredding. For the agricultural industry, this means 
a corresponding reduction in the required crop area, 
which means that this issue will almost certainly 
increase in importance in the near future. 

JENZ is now presenting its new BA 715 processor, 
which has been optimised specially to meet this task 
defi nition, for the above reasons. Also for the above 
reasons, the JENZ designers have done without the 
fi ttings which were not immediately necessary for 
the above purposes so that the investment required 
by the owner becomes even more economical. 

The BA 715 is supplied with the Mercedes Benz 
Motor OM 460 LA in emission category Euromot 
3A in its basic version. This means that it has a 
drive power of 

315 kW / 428 PS at a maximum torque of 2000 
Nm. An alternative is provided by the motor in 
emission category Euromot 3B with the same power 
but approximately 10% more torque. 

JENZ presents new mobile biomass processor 
for green waste fragmentising
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Depending on the material, the feed and required 
degree of fragmentisation, the machine can 
achieve a throughput of up to 140 m³ garden 
waste per hour. The aggressive infeed belt and the 
drum intake opening of 720 x 1.500 mm were 
completely taken over from the BA 725 D. The same 
applies to the patented easyfi t tools which bring 
major benefi ts to the operator in terms of handling 
and economic effi ciency. The required degree of 
fragmentisation can be variably adjusted via remote 
control. The same applies to all other important 
machine functions. 

The BA 715 has an admissible overall weight of 
19 t and a drawbar load of 1 t. A range of different 
outfeed conveyors, a hydraulic movement drive, a 
magnetic roller to collect metal foreign bodies and 
a hydraulically foldable extension to the infeed table 
are available as additional fi ttings. The new machine 
is available for immediate delivery. 
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short facts
Performance:
green waste: up to 140 m³/h
bark: up to 180 m³/h
corn silage: up to 240 t/h

Intake opening:
720 x 1.500 mm

Rotor diameter / Rotor RPM:
1.040 mm / 720 rpm

Number of tools:
Standard 22 easyfit and 16 easyguard

Infeed holding capacity:
ca. 6 m³

Material outfeed:
Belt 3,85 - 4,85 m

Main drive:
Mercedes Benz Motor OM 460 LA Euromot 3A with 
315 kW, 428 PS

Weight:
Basic setup 17.600 kg
Max. permissable weight 19.000 kg (1.000 kg drawbar load)

Dimensions:
lenght: ca. 10,50 m
width: ca. 2,55 m
height: ca. 3,70 m

Control functions:
easygreen controls with colour display - 15-channel wireless 
remote control - DIP-Function - JES-Automatic - IBC - 
Vario-Flex - SENSOTRONIC - overload automatics - 
automatic adjustable infeed height
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by Jukka Humalainen

There is an old saying in Finland: „Finland lives 
from its forests“. This saying was obviously made 
to measure for Hakevuori Limited, whose main 
work is the production of energy woodchippings 
for heating and energy generation plants. 

Owner and general manager Reijo Wuorio has been 
operating an energy wood company since 2001 - 
at that time he bought two used chippers from an 
acquaintance, and started to chip wood as a private 
contractor and also to process his own wood in order 
to supply a power station with his woodchippings. He 
rapidly found out his company‘s main problem. If you‘re 
working in the forest miles away from civilisation, it 
always costs an awful lot of money if something on the 
machine breaks down. 

In general, Reijo Wuorio estimates, each interruption 
costs him around € 2000. With this thought in mind he 
started to replace and extend his chipper fl eet in 2002. 
He made the decision to purchase JENZ machines 

based on reliability, spare part 
availability and series 

production. 

Hakevuori Limited was then founded in 2007, and 
Reijo Wurio set himself the objective of becoming the 
largest company in his sector within Finland by 2015. 
Nowadays, 25 people are working for him the whole 
year around and the revenue has increased up to € 8.6 
million. 

His vehicle fl eet has to be seen to be believed: six 
mobile chippers for deployment on site, a mobile 
chipper for deployment in the depot, 17 HGVs to 
transport the woodchippings (10 of these are operated 
by subcontractors), one tractor machine with a large 
trailer for tree stumps and remnants, two combined 
forest machines and a few diggers and wheeled loaders 
as well. He relied on JENZ right from the beginning - he 
has already purchased 11 machines, and number 12 will 
be delivered soon. 

According to Reijo Wuorio, optimum chipper 
deployment works like this: „15 minutes to load a 
container is optimal because the driver has to observe 
the statutory rest times anyway“. In other words, it is 
not worth paying more money for increased throughput. 
The chipper is taken to its source material, narrow forest 
tracks are a matter of course. It‘s also no use using bad 
weather as an excuse - even if it‘s -25°C and there is 
50 cm of snow on the ground in winter. The HEM 582 
DQ meet these requirements easily. The 120 cm wide 
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Hakevuorio Limited, Finnland

Living proof of 
Finnish persistence
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draw-in opening Is optimal for the many different 
materials, and the chipper is light enough to be fi tted 
as an add-on on a Mercedes HGV 6x6, although the 
Finnish laws on overall HGV weight are not so strict 
- Reijo Wuorio says that 60 t is the admissible overall 
weight. He explained: „Everything looks completely 
different if we‘re working in the depot. In this case, we 
really keen on large throughputs - an HEM 820 with 
652 PS Mercedes Benz engine and outfeed belt is 
optimally utilised in this situation, and is fed using a 
crane. The crane can‘t actually feed the machine with 
short trunks (3.2 m long and originally intended for the 
pulp mill) quickly enough. The economic effi ciency and 
quality of the woodchippings are very good. However, 
our strengths are in the forest despite the 
good utilisation and economic effi ciency of 
this machine“. 

Hakevuori is located in the Helsinki 
metropolitan area of Finland and has a real 
terminal for wood in Askola, where some 
of the wood material is processed. Timber, 
tree stumps and residual forest timber from 
a radius of around 80 km are collected in 
the 5 hectare-sized timber depot. Some 
woodchippings are also stored in the depot. 
In summer, power stations generally require 
less material. The woodchippings stored in the 
depot are required again at peak times in the 
winter, and this is where the subcontracted 
transport HGVs come into play. Up to 25,000 

bulk cubic metres of woodchippings can be stored in 
the depot in advance of the heating season.  

Hakevuori Limited offers a whole range of services 
for forest owners, cities and local authorities: timber 
trading, collection and purchase of energy wood, 
supervision of new planting, sales and transport 
of woodchippings and collection of tree stumps 
and residual forest timber. The main business is 
woodchipping production, but considerable turnover 
is also made through trading with and sales of energy 
wood products. 
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„Absolute reliability“
Why Georg Niewerth is buying his third JENZ mobile chipper in a row

Gladbeck. For Georg Niewerth it is a matter of 
honour that he drives his Claas Xerion 3800 from 
Gladbeck to Petershagen-Wegholm so that he can 
personally collect his new JENZ HEM 820Z mobile 
chipper. The 41-year-old private contractor‘s 
passion is working and travelling with high-tech 
machinery.

Previously, Mr Niewerth also had a Fendt, but his 
visit to the World-Claas a few years ago really made 
an impression. „Where there‘s smoke there‘s fi re“, 
is how Mr Niewerth describes the technology made 
in Harsewinkel. Previously the trained car mechanic 

worked for a timber company, which is where he 
had his fi rst experience with mobile chippers. „But 
they weren‘t very good“ he says with hindsight. The 
machines used were very susceptible. „It wasn‘t much 
fun, really“. 

He became self-employed in 2004, and had a HEM 
561 Z demonstrated to him at the Agritechnica. After 
a few more discussions, he then made the decision 
to buy a JENZ machine. This really was a shot in the 
dark, because Mr Niewerth really had no experience 
with JENZ up to that point. „I must say, though, that 
word about the machine quality had already got 

by Jürgen Krüger
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short facts
around“ he said. Three years later, he ordered a larger HEM 
581 Z as a private contractor. The next stage came in 2012: Mr 
Niewerth ordered what is currently the largest PTO shaft-driven 
mobile chipper in Europe – the HEM 820 Z. The HEM 820 Z is 
exactly the right machine for Georg Niewerth, because it was 
designed for chipping whole trees with a diameter of up to 80 cm 
in addition to forest residue and light cuttings. „The best chipper I 
ever had“ he says. 

The HEM 820 Z demands absolute maximum power from the 
Claas Xerion 3800. However, the mobile chipper converts the 
entire PTO shaft force into chipping performance. In addition 
to the power, Mr Niewerth was interested in the draw-in 
opening of 820 x 1200 mm. What he really likes, though, is the 
corporation between him and the design engineers. „At JENZ I 
had the feeling that they were taking me seriously. And it really 
is nice to see that your own ideas actually can be implemented“ 
praises Mr Niewerth. He continues „Even if we are dealing with 
the implementation of technically demanding requirements, the 
people at JENZ still listened to me“. As an example, a wood 
splitter which can pre-fragmentise larger tree trunks before 
chipping has been attached to his HEM 820 Z.

Georg Niewerth cooperates with a company called Enbergs in a 
consortium. They have just bought a „felling crane“ - up to now 
there was only one of these in the whole of Germany. This is a 
sort of mobile crane, but there is a gripper fi tted with a saw at 
the end of the crane instead of a working platform. The felling 
crane works in a similar manner to a harvester but at a dizzy 
height of up to 24 m. „There really is no safe way of felling trees“ 
says Mr Niewerth. First of all the felling crane cuts off the tree 
crown and places it in a controlled way on the ground. After 
this, it shortens the tree bit by bit down to the roots. Then Georg 
Niewerth pushes the tree sections into his new HEM 820 Z. „I 
just practically drive around behind the felling crane“ is how he 
describes his job. Georg Niewerth mostly works alone, but he 
employs a couple of temporary helpers in the winter. He buys the 
trees to be felled, makes woodchippings out of them and then 
sells these onto the wood-fi red power stations. He even has his 
own drying unit in operation so that he can offer woodchippings 

for smaller heating installations.   

Performance:
hard wood: up to 60 cm
soft wood: up to 80 cm
throughput: up to 260 lcm / h

Intake opening:
820 x 1.200 mm

Rotor diameter:
1.040 mm

Number of tools:
12, optionally 24 

Material outfeed:
Blower (optionally a belt)

Power requirements:
PTO from 150 kW to max. 400 kW

Weight of standard machine:
13.800 kg

Dimensions:
length: ab ca. 6,50 m
width: ca. 2,93 m
height: ca. 4,00 m

Control functions:
easygreen - 15-channel wireless remote - DIP-
function - SENSOTRONIC - overload automatic
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On the sure road to 
success 
Dieter Köbler Holzzerkleinerung buys two BA 725 
biomass processors  
by Carsten Korfesmeyer

Dieter Köbler is satisfi ed. „My two new 
shredders are working brilliantly“ is what 
the businessman from Röttenbach (Bavaria) 
says about his two BA 725‘s, which he had 
delivered in May.

The two fragmentisers have worked through 
quite a bit of timber in the meantime, and the 
company‘s boss, Dieter Köbler, calls it a really 
worthwhile investment. The small version of the 
BA725 is mostly used for fragmentising garden 
waste and compost material. The larger version 
is completely equipped. „For example, Twin-Gear 
and the longest conveyor belt which is technically 
possible“ says Dieter Köbler. The shredder 
can load a sliding fl oor HGV directly while 
fragmentising. That is a huge advantage. On top 
of this, both machines are fi tted with a magnetic 
roller. 

A customer buying two machines at once is 
an unusual event in this industry. And it‘s not 
every day that these are exhibited at the IFAT 
(world‘s leading trade fair for water, waste water, 
waste and raw materials in Munich) before their 
delivery. The two biomass processors attracted 
considerable attention from the visitors during the 
exhibition, both in the open air and on the stand 
in the hall. „I then took them home directly from 
Munich“ said Mr Köbler, who has already bought 
20 machines from JENZ. 

The Köbler company can literally solve any timber 
problem with its vehicle fl eet. Whether it‘s garden 
waste, tree stumps, scrap wood, standing timber 
or sawmill waste: the company, which mostly 
works for major consumers, is at work in no time 
at all within a radius which nowadays extends 
up to 300km. „Our customer base extends as 
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far as Gießen“. The company now has more than 200 
customers. 

Dieter Köbler Holzzerkleinerung was founded in 
1987, and it has been on the road to success without 
a pause ever since. The businessman bought his 
fi rst fragmentiser from JENZ in 1990, which was the 
beginning of a successful and trusting cooperation for 
both sides. „It‘s been an optimum partnership right 
from the beginning“ says Mr Köbler, who is 49 and 
whose parents‘ company originated in forestry. 

Dieter Köbler‘s company is considered one of the best-
known in the sector throughout the country. By now the 
one-man operation has become an employer for fi ve 
people.

The Franken-Humus company was founded in 
cooperation with a gardening and landscaping 
company. In 2005, Dieter Köbler bought his partners 
out and therefore became the owner of the land on 
which he has now erected a warehouse. „We are really 
set up well for the future“. 

The company premises in Röttenbach is 14,000 m2 
in size, and the workshop area alone is 300 square 
metres. „A further 600 m2 are roofed“ says Mr Köbler, 
who has become a valuable adviser for product 
optimisation at JENZ in the meantime. Both machines 
he ordered show their strengths during daily business, 
but even so „Progress just isn‘t possible without 
constructive criticism“ according to Mr Köbler. And this 
is why JENZ is thankful to him for occasional useful 
information which plays its part in further product 
improvement. 
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by Jürgen Krüger

There are several excellent handball players who 
originate from Banja Luka (Bosnia-Herzegovina). 
Velimir Petkovic for example, who has been 
trainer at fi rst division handball team Frisch 
Auf Göppingen, in Germany, since 2004, or 
Malik Besirevic, previously goalkeeper at GWD 
Minden, not far from JENZ. Galic Dragisa also 
travels around this region, not as a sportsman 
but as a service provider. The forester can 
mostly be found on storage areas where he 
produces woodchippings on behalf of his 
customers.

Since September 2012 Dragisa has been operating 
a JENZ HEM 700 DL with 776 hp caterpillar motor. 

The Bosnian was on the lookout for a machine 
which can deal with standing timber of up to 1 m 
diameter. During his search he came across JENZ 
mobile chippers, and his co-operation partner 
Vladimir Rudic pointed him towards András Balint 
in Hungary. Balint is a forestry engineer and knows 
a thing or two about wood. The 35-year-old has 
been exclusively selling JENZ machines at two 
locations in Hungary since 2009, and he and his 
14 employees mostly deal with customers from 
Hungary and the neighbouring countries of Croatia, 
Romania, Serbia, Slovenia and Bosnia-Herzegovina. 
Mr Balint‘s company also offers appropriates service 
and repair work in addition to his trading business. 

Chipping hardwoods 
carefully and safely 

in two stages
          How Galic Dragisa from Bosnia was 

persuaded to use the HEM 700 DL
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Gerald Seidel, self-employed consultant for biomass 
and JENZ machines, was also present at the sales 
discussion. Galic Dragisa used a video to show how 
the thick hornbeam trunks were shredded and wanted 
to know whether JENZ was able to supply a machine 
to do the same job. „We told him that we wouldn‘t be 
able to do that. Our mobile chippers wouldn‘t stand up 

to the loads over long periods“. To answer 
the question 

„Why not?“, Gerald Seidel answered: „Nothing can 
manage that in the long run“. The reason for this is 
that hornbeam is an extremely hard type of timber. 
The end sections of the solid beech tree, especially, 
„simply explode in the rotor“ says Gerald Seidel. The 
incredible forces which occur during chipping are just 
not good for a mobile chipper, and also not good for 
the woodchippings. „It‘s as if you were going to swing 
an axe against concrete“ explains Gerald Seidel to 
clarify the situation. Instead of this, another solution 
was proposed: Galic Dragisa was recommended to 
split the thick standing timber using a Woodcracker 
fi rst before adding it fragmentised in the HEM 700 DL. 
This measure would ensure that the woodchipping 
quality increased and also that the work was easier on 
the mobile chipper. Wear and maintenance would then 
be kept within manageable limits. „Ideally the diameter 
of the standing timber shouldn‘t be any bigger than 
half the rotor diameter“ advised Gerald Seidel. The 
HEM 700 rotor diameter is 1040 mm, which means 
that this condition has been met with the proposed 
logic.

short info
JENZ produces the heavy mobile chipper HEM 700 in different 
variants and engine sizes since 1999. For mobile uses at big sites, 
this machine can be mounted on track roller units. Such a machine 
was recently produced for NOREMAT, the JENZ dealer in France. 
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„Ideally the diameter of the 
standing timber shouldn‘t 
be any bigger than half the 

rotor diameter“

Mr Dragisa was convinced by the idea, and 
subsequently ordered the HEM 700 DL with 
Caterpillar motor and a conveyor belt outfeed 
instead of a blower. The machine has a draw-in 
opening of 700 x approx. 1000 mm and is not fi tted to 
an HGV, but permanently fi xed to a tandem centre-
axle trailer. Woodchipping outfeed is carried out by a 
conveyor belt which can be adjusted for drop height. 
Galic Dragisa controls the mobile chipper using a 
15-channel wireless remote control. 

„The customer has been very happy up to now“ says 
András Balint, whose delivery of the HEM 700 DL 
to Bosnia-Herzegovina was the fi rst JENZ machine 
there at all. According to András Dragisa, he mostly 
produces small woodchippings for his customers, who 
operate smaller woodchipping heating plants. 
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Date Exhibition Location Representative

December
05.12. - 06.12. DeLuTa Münster, Germany JENZ

January
29.01. - 31.01. Terra Tec Leipzig, Germany JENZ

May
06.05. - 10.05. LIGNA Hanover, Germany JENZ

June
05.06. - 08.06. Elmia Wood Jönköping (Sweden) JENZ

November
10.11. - 16.11. AGRITECHNICA Hanover, Germany JENZ

Exhibition dates 2012 / 2013
November 2012. All rights reserved.

Up-to-date information on forthcoming exhibitions can be found here

JENZ GmbH Maschinen- und Fahrzeugbau 
Wegholmer Str. 14, 32469 Petershagen   Tel.: +49 (0) 5704/9409-0     info@jenz.de 
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For example: 
HEM 560 Z / 561 Z – 
Secondhand professional chipper
A real alternative for contractors looking 
to enter the chipping market, or everyone 
chipping for their own „home“ use.
■  Full technical support and access to 

original JENZ spare parts, training and 
servicing 

■  Finance options available  

More information can be found at
www.jenz.de or contact your country 
representative


